The Encryption Debate in Europe

INTRODUCTION

The going dark debate has spread to Europe. During the past few years, Europeans have suffered a wave of terrorist attacks, even as the commercial use of strong encryption technology has increased. In response, Europeans are debating to what extent their governments should require access to encrypted data—either independently or with active cooperation from communications service providers (CSPs). This article examines changes to encryption laws since 2015, with a particular focus on recent statutes and regulations in France, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Hungary, and Poland.

Studying the encryption debate in Europe is important for a variety of reasons. To combat terrorism and other transnational crime, the United States must look beyond its borders. A study of what other countries are currently doing can help the United States strike the appropriate balance between privacy and security while writing and implementing its own laws and policies. New legislation in other countries could affect the operation of mutual legal assistance treaties and the availability of evidence gathered from investigations abroad. It could affect the legal obligations of US-based companies that provide services in Europe. The decisions of European countries may influence the legal and policy discussion elsewhere and may even set the standard for applicable legislation in some places (for instance, the United Kingdom for the Commonwealth countries and France for its former colonies). The laws and regulations that European countries pass may also affect the availability of encryption products, as laws change the incentives in their creation, production, and use. Whereas the United States accounts for a plurality of all encryption hardware or software, two-thirds of the world’s encryption products originate outside the United States, and European countries (including Germany, the United Kingdom, France, and Sweden) are collectively the next biggest source of encryption products.
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The discussion proceeds by examining the most recent legislation in France, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Hungary, and Poland. The conclusion offers some brief thoughts about the different approaches in Europe as compared to the United States.

France

French statutes already require operators to provide technical assistance in furnishing information during a terrorism or criminal investigation, and a new counterterrorism law significantly enhances the financial penalties for failure to comply.

In October 2016, France adopted the Digital Republic Law, which updated the legal regime for the country’s digital economy, including new rules for net neutrality, access to government data, and data privacy.\(^4\) Notably, during the yearlong debate of the bill, the French National Assembly rejected an amendment that might have required mandatory back doors for products using encryption. Following the November 13, 2015, terrorist attacks in Paris, Nathalie Kosciusko-Morizet, a former spokesperson for Nicholas Sarkozy and a senior member of the right-leaning Les Républicains Party, introduced a broadly worded amendment: “Technology manufacturers must take into consideration the necessity of granting to the police, pursuant to an investigation and after judicial authorization, access to hardware. A decree from the State Council sets the rules for the application of this article.”\(^5\)

Although hastily drafted, the amendment was designed to launch a debate and called for “France to take the initiative” to “prevent individual encryption systems from impeding investigations.”\(^6\) The amendment could have allowed the State Council to require electronics manufacturers to build back doors into their products. Security experts worried the amendment would have discouraged companies operating in France from designing or providing strong encryption at all.\(^7\) However, Minister of Digital Affairs Axelle Lemaire—who called the proposal “vulnerability by design”—succeeded in getting the National Assembly to reject it.\(^8\) Members of Parliament do not appear to have proposed any subsequent encryption-related amendments to the bill, and the statute includes none.

In fact, the statute as enacted actually recognizes the importance of encryption technology for protecting what France calls the “right to private life.” A small but potentially important provision modifies the mission of the French Data Protection Authority (Commission Nationale de l’Informatique et des Libertés, or CNIL), an independent agency charged with applying data privacy laws. Notably, part of CNIL’s mission is to keep abreast of changes in information technology and inform the public of how those changes affect privacy rights.\(^9\) The new provision expressly requires
CNIL to “promote, as part of its mission, the use of technologies that protect privacy, including data encryption technologies.”¹⁰ The Digital Republic Law empowers CNIL to impose significantly higher administrative fines for violations of privacy laws and regulations, and including encryption in CNIL’s mandate further signals France’s commitment to enhancing data privacy.¹¹

On the other hand, in the wake of recent terrorist attacks, France has also adopted new legislation that increases law enforcement access to encrypted data. Two weeks after the November 13, 2015, terrorist attacks in Paris, the French Parliament enacted the International Electronic Communications Law, which revised a previous restructuring of France’s surveillance powers and authorized the interception of foreign communications.¹² French authorities can collect foreign intelligence to promote the national defense and other fundamental national interests, including not only combating terrorism but also advancing major scientific, economic, and industrial interests.¹³ Under the law’s data retention limits, French authorities can store foreign communications for up to one year and metadata for up to six years.¹⁴ But if the information is encrypted, then the security services can store such data for up to eight years after collection, and the one-year limit does not start to run until the data is decrypted or exploited.¹⁵ Moreover, in cases of “strict necessity,” French authorities can keep encrypted data indefinitely.¹⁶

A new counterterrorism law has provided another arena for France to debate decryption requirements. Enacted in June 2016 through accelerated procedures, the new law significantly increases financial penalties for refusal to provide technical assistance in decrypting communications as part of a criminal or terrorism investigation. The counterterrorism law amended article 434-15-2 of the French Criminal Code, which has been in force since November 2001, to impose a three-year prison term and a 270,000-euro fine for “anyone who has knowledge of a secret decryption key for an encryption standard that may have been used to prepare, facilitate or commit a crime or offense” and who refuses to provide or use such decryption keys in cooperation with the authorities.¹⁷ If cooperation “would have prevented a crime or limited its effects,” the penalties increase to five years in prison and a 450,000-euro fine.¹⁸

Although these fines are six times higher than the original law,¹⁹ the fines actually represent a compromise in the legislative process. The Senate version of the bill would have increased the fine for refusal to decrypt to only 150,000 euros.²⁰ But proposed
amendments in the National Assembly would have imposed exceptionally high penalties.

For example, an amendment proposed by Les Républicains deputy Éric Ciotti would have required telecommunications manufacturers and operators, as well as internet service providers, to hand over to the authorities all communications relevant to a terrorism investigation.\(^2\) Violations would have resulted in a maximum fine of two million euros and a ban of up to one year on marketing products and services in France.\(^2\) In support of the amendment, Deputy Ciotti noted that, according to a special computer science unit of the French judicial police, at least 8 cell phones of the 133 analyzed in 2015 could not be “treated.” Those inaccessible phones included an iPhone 4S, seized in connection with the investigation of the November 13 attacks in Paris, and the mobile phone of Sid Ahmed Ghlam, who had planned to attack a church in Villejuif in 2015.\(^2\)

Two other amendments by Socialist deputy Yann Galut would have increased fines to one million euros in circumstances in which electronic equipment designers refuse to cooperate in providing access to data relevant to an ongoing investigation.\(^2\) In support of those measures, Deputy Galut and his colleagues cited a *New York Times* op-ed from August 2015 by the Manhattan district attorney, Cyrus R. Vance Jr., and the Paris chief prosecutor, François Molins, which warned about going dark.\(^2\)

Although it increased fines for refusal to decrypt, the French Parliament dropped other proposals mandating technical assistance, including one that would have targeted heightened penalties at companies like Apple whose products and services are encrypted. For example, in response to the Apple-FBI dispute, the National Assembly initially adopted an amendment to the counterterrorism bill that would have imposed large fines (up to 350,000 euros) and substantial prison terms (up to five years) on corporate executives who refuse to provide data encrypted using encryption technology their companies had developed.\(^2\) In the Senate’s Committee of Laws Report, the rapporteur agreed that private firms that create encryption should face high penalties for refusing to help the authorities in investigations but argued that some of the text that emerged from the National Assembly was “superfluous and counterproductive.”\(^2\) The committee dropped the specific, heavy penalties—350,000 euros in fines and five years in prison—reasoning that the introduction of those penalties would confuse the organization of the criminal code and, more important, that a different part of the criminal code already penalizes such conduct.\(^2\)
Parliament also dropped another aggressive provision. Article 60–1 of the French Code of Criminal Procedure stipulates that failure to provide promptly to the judicial police information “relevant” or “useful for ascertaining the truth” in a terrorism investigation results in a 3,750-euro fine.29 The National Assembly’s version of the bill would have enhanced that penalty to a 15,000-euro fine and two years of imprisonment. The Senate Committee of Laws cut the prison sentence, noting that prison time would be “disproportionate” and would violate the necessity principle for criminal sentences, especially for a single failure to respond to a government request, rather than a refusal.30 Those penalties had apparently never been enforced,31 and the joint parliamentary committee ultimately dropped the provision altogether.

The introduction of these amendments produced an intense debate, with American tech multinationals like Apple and Google front and center. During the National Assembly’s first meeting, Deputy Ciotti argued that heavy penalties were required “when faced with companies whose market capitalization reaches several hundred billion dollars, who consider state governments dwarfs, and who show contempt for the law.”32 He therefore proposed a temporary ban on marketing as “the only way to signal to these companies that their financial incentives will never surpass the laws of a democratic state.”33 In the same vein, Deputy Galut emphasized that multinationals have effectively “decided to enact their own legislation” and that frustrating investigations is “unacceptable.”34 The rapporteur for the Committee of Laws, Pascal Popelin, condemned refusals to cooperate by tech giants acting “in the name of a pseudo-defense of liberties” and trying to “justify the unjustifiable.”35 He noted that although the government can already require decryption under other provisions of the French Code, those provisions do not set specific penalties for noncompliance.

On the other hand, another deputy observed that the debate is not a simple one of pitting multinationals completely insensitive to terrorism against judges singularly pursuing the truth in investigations. He also cautioned, “Think about what could happen to decryption keys in the hands of authoritarian regimes, like China, North Korea, or Syria.”36

Ultimately, Minister of Justice Jean-Jacques Urvoas asked the deputies to withdraw their amendments. “A national law is ineffective,” he said. Only “international cooperation” can provide an effective solution.37 He assured the deputies that the French government was already working with Brussels for a solution at the European Union (EU) and that Robert Gelli, the director of the Department of Criminal Affairs of the Ministry of Justice, was meeting with American officials.38
What do we make of these developments? France had strong provisions for requiring technical assistance, and Parliament enhanced financial penalties for refusal to cooperate drastically—by six times. At the same time, France has so far not adopted mandatory back doors. Unsurprisingly, France’s data protection authority, CNIL, has endorsed strong encryption and opposed back doors. But so too has the French Network and Information Security Agency (ANSSI), an inter-ministerial agency that is responsible for the government’s cyber defense and reports to the prime minister; ANSSI recently drafted a confidential memo supporting robust encryption and objecting to back doors. That these French agencies have recently expressed support for strong encryption standards suggests that any renewed proposals for back-door access would face resistance. As the rash of legislative proposals after the November 13 attacks and the extended state of emergency demonstrate, however, another terrorist attack could prompt renewed efforts to provide aggressive counterterrorism powers. Indeed, earlier, on Bastille Day, President François Hollande explained that the state of emergency must end, but he reversed himself hours later when a man drove a truck through a crowd in Nice, killing at least eighty-four people. Parliament extended the state of emergency for a fourth time. In December 2016 it voted again—for the fifth time—to extend the state of emergency. In force since the November 2015 terrorist attacks, the state of emergency now extends through July 15, 2017, covering the two-round presidential elections in April and May and parliamentary elections in June.

**United Kingdom**

Since 2007, the United Kingdom has authorized compelled decryption under the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act. The Investigatory Powers Act of 2016 preserves and expands those powers, mandating technical assistance in decrypting communications pursuant to a warrant, and leaving open the power to require companies to decrypt end-to-end encrypted communications.

In 2000, the United Kingdom enacted the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act (RIPA), and decryption is a central feature of the statute. The preamble clarifies that the act seeks to provide for not only the “interception of communications” but also “the acquisition of the means by which electronic data protected by encryption or passwords may be decrypted or accessed.” Part III of the act regulates “Investigation of Electronic Data Protected by Encryption Etc.” Notably, when the government comes into lawful possession of “protected information,” certain officials can issue so-called Section 49 Notices requiring persons to disclose an encryption key or put information into intelligible form. The law authorizes Section 49 Notices if they are
“necessary” (1) in the interests of national security, (2) to detect or prevent crime, or (3) in the interests of the economic well-being of the United Kingdom. The secretary of state may provide appropriate compensation to help offset the cost of compliance. But anyone who refuses to comply faces up to two years’ imprisonment, or five years in a national security or child indecency case. Section 49 Notices can also include prohibitions on “tipping off”—that is, with the exception of seeking legal advice, anyone served with such notices must keep that fact secret. “Tipping-off” can incur a fine, imprisonment up to five years, or both.

Although the UK Parliament enacted RIPA in 2000, the Home Office decided not to immediately implement the decryption provisions because people did not start using encryption as quickly as anticipated. Decryption powers only came into force on October 1, 2007, when the Home Office issued a code of practice. Unlike France, which has so far reportedly not enforced its decryption laws, the United Kingdom has enforced Section 49 Notices. The annual reports of the Office of the Surveillance Commissioners provide statistics from the National Technical Assistance Centre (NTAC), a unit under Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ, the United Kingdom’s NSA) that handles data recovery, decryption, and analysis. For the period 2014–15, NTAC granted eighty-eight out of eighty-nine applications for Section 49 Notices. Among them, the government served thirty-seven notices, and in at least twenty-two cases people failed to comply. In most of those cases, the government decided not to charge or, alternatively, prosecute for noncompliance. Still, in 2014–15 alone the government secured three convictions for noncompliance with Section 49 Notices. Although the numbers of approvals and notices served have increased since 2007, the number of convictions has ranged from one to three; for instance, NTAC reported three convictions for the 2012–13 period and two convictions for the 2013–14 period.

In 2016 the UK Parliament enacted the Investigatory Powers Act, a detailed and technical 291-page law that updates and consolidates the United Kingdom’s surveillance authorities for the intelligence and security services, as well as law enforcement. Dubbed the Snoopers’ Charter, the law provides for interception and retention of communications content and metadata, as well as equipment interference (that is, hacking) and decryption. For the first time in the United Kingdom, the law also introduces judicial supervision of warrants authorizing those powers. As relevant here, the new law modifies existing decryption powers and creates new ones.
The Investigatory Powers Act leaves investigations of encrypted data under RIPA Part III—including Section 49 Notices—largely intact, subject to a couple of significant modifications. Notably, the Investigatory Powers Act brings Section 49 Notices under the consolidated oversight powers of a new Investigatory Powers Commissioner (IPC), who must review the government’s use of investigatory powers and make annual reports to the prime minister. Not only must the IPC independently keep investigations of electronic information protected by encryption under scrutiny, but law enforcement authorities must also notify the IPC whenever a Section 49 Notice requires a person to disclose an encryption key (rather than simply put the requested information in intelligible form). The new law also expands the scenarios in which Section 49 Notices can be issued: whereas RIPA authorized them whenever the government obtained protected information pursuant to lawful interception of “communications,” the Investigatory Powers Act also allows such notices whenever the government obtains protected information by intercepting merely “secondary data from communications”—that is, metadata. Thus, however the government obtains protected information, or—and this is important—“is likely to do so,” it can compel disclosure of the information in intelligible form.

Beyond modifying the powers in Part III of RIPA, the Investigatory Powers Act creates new, potentially broader statutory powers to compel decryption. In creating new powers, the act does not use the word encryption, perhaps to remain technology-agnostic or to keep provisions intentionally obscure. Pursuant to section 253, the secretary of state may serve “technical capability notices” on telecommunications operators to facilitate assistance with authorizations under the act. The range of obligations the government can impose through technical capability notices is extensive: the government can require an operator to not only furnish an indefinite range of devices, facilities, or services, but also remove “electronic protection applied by or on behalf of [an] operator to any communications or data,” as well as comply with “obligations relating to the handling or disclosure of any information” (what appears to be a catch-all clause). The act charges the secretary of state with implementing those broad powers through applicable regulations; after consulting with a Technical Advisory Board and other interested stakeholders, she has discretion to do so.

The secretary of state may give a technical capability notice if she determines that it is necessary and proportionate and if a judicial commissioner approves. In issuing such notices, the secretary of state must also consider the cost and technical feasibility
of compliance, as well as the likely number of affected users. The government can serve a technical capability notice on persons outside the United Kingdom (and require action outside the United Kingdom). The act does not impose any time limits on technical capability notices—instead, they extend for however long the secretary of state considers a “reasonable” period.

Not surprisingly, these broad provisions have proven controversial. Tech firms including Apple, Facebook, Google, Microsoft, Mozilla, Twitter, and Yahoo raised concerns in written testimony on the draft bill, including the prospect of the government preventing them from providing end-to-end encryption. On February 11, 2016, the UK Parliament’s Joint Committee issued its report on the bill with the following recommendations related to encryption:

We agree with the intention of the Government’s policy to seek access to protected communications and data when required by a warrant, while not requiring encryption keys to be compromised or backdoors installed on to systems. The drafting of the Bill should be amended to make this clear. (Recommendation 16)

The Government still needs to make explicit on the face of the Bill that CSPs offering end-to-end encrypted communication or other un-decryptable communication services will not be expected to provide decrypted copies of those communications if it is not practicable to do so. We recommend that a draft Code of Practice should be published alongside the Bill for Parliament to consider. (Recommendation 17)

In its formal response, the UK government claimed that it had addressed the committee recommendations:

The revised Bill makes clear that obligations to remove encryption from communications only relate to electronic protections that have been applied by, or on behalf of, the company on whom the obligation has been placed and/or where the company is removing encryption for their own business purposes.

The government further claimed that

[The Bill has also been revised to make clear that where an obligation is placed on a CSP which includes the removal of encryption, the technical feasibility, and likely cost of complying with those obligations must be taken into account.]
The government’s claims only partly address the committee’s recommendations. The government also issued a draft Code of Practice for Interception of Communications, which clarifies that the scope of the obligation to remove encryption applies only to companies that have applied encryption themselves.\textsuperscript{78} And the final act does require the secretary of state to take into account the technical feasibility and likely cost of a technical capability notice.\textsuperscript{79} But technical feasibility and cost considerations were already included in the draft bill dated November 2015.\textsuperscript{80} More important, the final act does not provide guidance on how to determine whether an obligation is not technically feasible or too costly. For instance, does the law require a telecommunications operator to invest resources to develop a capability to decrypt? What counts as technically feasible—an individual CSP’s capabilities or an industry leader’s? When is compliance not technically feasible because it would compromise the overall security of an electronic system?\textsuperscript{81}

In a nod to privacy advocates, the final act does require any public authority considering whether to issue a technical capability notice to weigh “the public interest in the integrity and security of telecommunication systems and postal services.”\textsuperscript{82} But the new law does not unambiguously disclaim the power to require decryption of end-to-end encrypted messages through services like WhatsApp or iMessage. Based on the committee debate in Parliament, some observers even worry that the government could use technical capability notices to prevent CSPs from securing future systems using end-to-end encryption.\textsuperscript{83}

At one point, the government issued a fact sheet on encryption, acknowledging the benefits that flow from encryption (such as protected personal information, intellectual property, and e-commerce) and maintaining that the bill does not require installing back doors.\textsuperscript{84} The government, however, removed this fact sheet from its website.\textsuperscript{85} A different fact sheet on CSPs asserts that RIPA already requires CSPs to maintain the ability to remove any encryption that they apply and that the bill “does not impose any additional requirements in relation to encryption over and above the existing obligations in RIPA.”\textsuperscript{86} If that were true, however, it would make little sense for Parliament to add an extended section on technical capability notices. That it did so suggests that those notices provide additional powers. In the main, the new power appears to be \textit{ex ante} statutory authorization for decryption. Whereas under RIPA the government can issue Section 49 Notices once it “come[s] into possession” of protected information or “is likely to do so,”\textsuperscript{87} under the Investigatory Powers Act the government can issue technical capability notices to require CSPs to \textit{actively maintain}
infrastructure and capabilities to decrypt promptly and securely. With technical capability notices, the government need not wait until it comes into possession of protected information, and the statute sets no time limit on these notices, so long as they are “reasonable.” Thus, neither the statute nor the government’s guidance documents unambiguously disclaims construction of back doors or measures that undermine encryption standards, as the committee had recommended.

Finally, it should be noted that the government could use another provision in the Investigatory Powers Act—national security notices—to require decryption or other extraordinary measures. National security notices provide broad powers “requiring the operator to take such specified steps as the Secretary of State considers necessary in the interests of national security,” such as “facilitating anything done by an intelligence service under any enactment other than” the act, “dealing with an emergency,” or “provid[ing] services or facilities for the purpose of assisting an intelligence service to carry out its functions more securely or more effectively.” The UK government has stated that this power replaces the “power of direction” under the Telecommunications Act of 1984 and will be used “very sparingly.” An important limitation on national security notices is that the government cannot use them to mandate actions the “main purpose of which is to do something for which a warrant or authorization” would otherwise be required under the act. Therefore, the government cannot use national security notices to avoid getting warrants or authorizations for intercepting communications or technical capability notices. But the “main purpose” language could be flexibly interpreted, and the government could presumably enlist the powers under that provision in extraordinary circumstances—such as during a perceived significant terrorist attack—to require decryption.

The Netherlands

The Netherlands has so far rejected encryption back doors but has existing statutory technical assistance requirements.

Following the Paris attacks of November 2015 and suggestions that the terrorists may have used encryption, the Netherlands’ House of Representatives asked the Dutch cabinet to adopt a position on encryption. In a letter dated January 4, 2016, the ministers of security and justice and economic affairs provided a balanced assessment of the trade-offs encryption entails.

In support of strong encryption, the letter notes that encryption protects citizen data handled by the government, secures diplomatic and military communications,
and supports the right to privacy. Notably, the ministers explain the benefits of encryption for the Dutch economy:

Being able to use encryption strengthens the international competitive position of the Netherlands and contributes to an attractive business and innovation climate for, for example, start-ups, data centres and cloud computing. Confidence in secure communication and data storage is essential for the (future) growth potential of the Dutch economy, which is mainly in the digital economy.

At the same time, the letter emphasizes that encryption “complicates, delays or renders it impossible to (timely) gain insight into . . . communication[s] for the benefit of protecting national security and investigating criminal offences.” The letter soberly recognizes that “[t]here are currently no options” for granting technical access to law enforcement without making encryption products simultaneously vulnerable to criminals, terrorists, and foreign intelligence services. The letter concludes:

The cabinet endorses the importance of strong encryption for internet security to support the protection of personal privacy of citizens, for confidential communication of the government and companies and for the Dutch economy.

The cabinet is therefore of the opinion that at this point in time it is not desirable to take restrictive legal measures as regards the development, availability and use of encryption in the Netherlands.

The Dutch cabinet thus recommended against legislation mandating encryption back doors or other restrictive measures.

While the media focused on this conclusion, it is important to point out that the Netherlands already has broadly worded statutory provisions authorizing decryption, including technical assistance requirements. The Intelligence and Security Services Act of 2002 authorizes Dutch security services to break into “an automated work” or otherwise conduct surveillance on communications transferred across such “automated works,” such as by “introduc[ing] technical devices to undo the encryption of data stored or processed in the automated work.” The same statute includes specific technical assistance provisions that require “[a]ny person who has knowledge of the undoing of the encryption of the data stored or processed in the automated work . . . upon the written request of the head of the service to provide all the co-operation
necessary in order to undo the encryption.” The Dutch Code of Criminal Procedure similarly provides that for cases involving serious offenses like terrorism the public prosecutor can require a person “reasonably presumed to have knowledge of the manner of encryption of the communications . . . to assist in decrypting the data by either providing this knowledge, or undoing the encryption.”

It is also worth noting that the Dutch cabinet letter calls for international cooperation. “The situation in the Netherlands cannot be separated from its international context,” the letter says. “Considering the wide availability and application of advanced encryption techniques and the cross-border nature of data transaction, room for national action is limited.”

**Hungary**

*Hungary declined to ban end-to-end encryption but issued new regulations on access to encrypted communications in terrorism investigations.*

Hungary recently enacted amendments to its E-Commerce Act that affect encryption. Under the new rules, CSPs remain free to choose whether to employ end-to-end encryption. If they do, the law grants the government authority to obtain the metadata of encrypted communications. If CSPs do not use end-to-end encryption, the law enables the government to request a company to monitor and turn over an individual user’s full text, audio, and video communications data. The amendments create new regulatory enforcement procedures and introduce fines of HUF 10 million (about $35,000) per offense.

Notably, as originally drafted, the legislation would have banned end-to-end encryption. With the intention of empowering law enforcement to detect and disrupt terrorism, the proposed legislation would have required developers to create back doors and smart phone users who used end-to-end encryption would have risked up to two years in prison. Opposition parties objected to those proposals and succeeded in removing them from the final legislation.

**Poland**

*Poland also declined to ban encryption but seeks EU-level legislation.*

On February 7, 2016, Poland enacted a new surveillance law that grants law enforcement increased access to digital data. The law does not prohibit or regulate encryption. In fact, Poland’s Code of Criminal Procedure does not require persons
to provide encryption keys or passwords—instead, it provides that criminal suspects or accused persons are not obliged to provide incriminating evidence.\textsuperscript{110}

Poland, however, appears to prefer international action to regulate encryption. In submissions to the Council of the European Union, Poland has called for EU law to “encourage software/hardware manufactures to put some kind of ‘backdoors’ for LEA [law enforcement authorities] or to use only relatively weak cryptographic algorithms.”\textsuperscript{111} Hungary, Croatia, Latvia, and Italy have also reportedly pushed for legislation at the EU level.\textsuperscript{112} Just last summer, the interior ministers of France and Germany—two countries that have recently suffered significant terrorist attacks—called for the European Commission to enact a law that would enable European governments to seek court orders compelling decryption.\textsuperscript{113}

Conclusion

The United States Congress has so far declined to provide express statutory authorization for decryption, though members of Congress have floated bills to do so.\textsuperscript{114} The American approach instead relies on judges to address government requests for access to or disclosure of encrypted data on a case-by-case basis under broad legal principles. Authorization for this dates back to the 1789 All Writs Act, which broadly empowers US federal courts to “issue all writs necessary or appropriate in aid of their respective jurisdictions and agreeable to the usages and principles of law.”\textsuperscript{115} Cases involving decryption can also implicate a suspect’s Fifth Amendment right to refrain from testimonial self-incrimination.\textsuperscript{116} Because neither of these legal rules expressly contemplates compelled decryption or changes concrete incentives, we might call the US legal regime a “wait-and-see” approach.

Europe’s approach—statutory authorization to compel decryption—differs from the US approach. Following a spate of terrorist attacks, Europe has debated how to regulate encryption. No European country has gone so far as to ban encryption or mandate preinstalled back doors.\textsuperscript{117} Although the United Kingdom’s Investigatory Powers Act does not expressly reject such power, and the act’s technical capability notices could be construed to authorize them, the head of GCHQ recently declared his opposition to “banning encryption” or “mandatory backdoors.”\textsuperscript{118} But even as they have disavowed back doors, European countries have sought to preserve and supplement law enforcement tools to detect and disrupt terrorism and serious crime. For France this means severe sanctions for failure to cooperate in decrypting information. For the United Kingdom and the Netherlands it means statutory requirements for technical
assistance in decrypting data. For Hungary and Poland it means introducing new encryption regulations and seeking additional action at the EU level.

The US approach leaves it up to judges to adapt rulings to particular circumstances, with the consequence that, in disputes over government access to encrypted data, the outcome often remains uncertain. Indeed, the standoff between Apple and the FBI over unlocking the iPhone used by a gunman in the San Bernardino attack had reached a stalemate until an Israeli firm offered to help the FBI access the device.\textsuperscript{119}

The European approach does not resolve this uncertainty. In fact, even though some European countries have adopted technical assistance provisions, there remains uncertainty in implementation and enforcement, as well as the weighing of statutory factors like cost, technical feasibility, and privacy rights. Still, the European approach establishes some guiding parameters. By criminalizing noncompliance with statutory decryption orders, European countries have changed incentives for CSPs, developers, and individual users. Those measures may increase government access to encrypted data. It is important to note, however, that the measures will not always have their desired effect, particularly in the most extreme cases. Because terrorism and other serious crimes (like sex offenses) carry substantial prison terms upon conviction, persons under investigation for such crimes may decide to refuse to comply with a notice to decrypt and risk only a shorter term of imprisonment.\textsuperscript{120}

Ultimately, the fundamental policy question involving encryption is how to balance competing values: promoting privacy, protecting dissidents, and spurring economic growth, while also preventing crime and mitigating its destructive consequences. Answering this question effectively is difficult because, even if we can identify the relevant factors for consideration, we do not yet know the magnitude of the costs and benefits of different legal and policy approaches. But in considering encryption law and policy, Europe will continue to provide an important reference point, one that affects the discussion in the United States and other countries around the world.
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